INSTINCT, INTELLIGENCE AND CHARACTER
tells us of cases of actual multiple personality, like Sally
Beauchamp, or Dons E, where the segregation of conscious
ideas may be so complete that the two or more personalities
may not have common memories, as Real Doris did not
know anything of the life of Sick Doris or Margaret or
Sleeping Margaret who were her co-dwellers in the one
body. And cases, not of actual multiple personality, but
of very different systems of sentiments, may occur and
probably do so more frequently than we imagine even
among children. The schoolboy who has quite different
codes of honour in his relationship with comrades or teacher,
is not unlike the business man who is a good father and
respectable churchwarden but is capable of very sharp
practice at the office. On sex matters very many school
children have two ways of thinking, and differ very much
when they are among other children or with grown-ups.
Their attitude in the latter case may vary between com-
plete repression and giggling innuendo And in many
other ways school and home life may force children to live
double litfes.
Now it would seem that the lesson to be learned from
all this, by teachers, is the desirability of avoiding barriers
in the life of childhood, and of taming instincts by employing
them, not by either ignoring or combating them. Barriers
grotf up when discipline is inflicted from without instead
of growing from within; when teachers are too aloof and
when they shirk discussion ; when unnatural separation of
sexes occurs (a certain amount of separation at some ages
may be natural); when teachers demand standards of
behaviour beyond the power of childhood.
And above all, inner conflict is certain when we do not
early form the habit of appealing always to the intellect
and to reason. Reasons do not sway mobs. Reasons,
says Nietzsche, make the populace suspicious. But we must
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